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Abstract. The evolution of the abundance of 7Li is one of the most challenging facts in the
study of the chemical evolution of the Milky Way. Lithium seems to be produced by stars and
cosmic rays but is also very easily destroyed inside stars. We are presenting an historical sum-
mary of the chemical evolution models which have attempted to reproduce the upper envelope
of the plot 12 +log(Li/H) vs. [Fe/H]. The various possible stellar Li producers are discussed:
they include asymptotic giant branch stars, red giant stars, core-collapse supernovae and nova
systems. We conclude that novae can be important Li producers and that they are the most likely
Li source able to reproduce the steep increase of Li abundance for [Fe/H]> −1.0 dex. Recent
Li(Be) detections in novae are mentioned. The “Li cosmological problem” is also discussed,
namely the fact that the primordial measure of 7Li, as suggested by WMAP and Planck, is a
factor of three higher that the plateau value shown by halo stars (the so-called Spite plateau),
which had always been interpreted as the primordial Li value.
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1. Introduction

In this section I will briefly review the history
of modeling the evolution of 7Li abundance
in the Milky Way. The story began with the
paper of Rebolo et al. (1988) who presented,
for the first time, a plot of the abundance of
Li versus metallicity ([Fe/H]) for stars in the
solar neighbourhood. Such a plot was show-
ing a plateau of the Li abundance for halo
stars ([Fe/H]< -1.0 dex) the so-called the Spite
plateau (Spite & Spite 1982), followed by a
steep increase of Li abundance up to the me-

teoritic value at solar metallicity. The plot was
also showing a large spread especially for stars
with [Fe/H]> -1.0 dex, with the Sun show-
ing a very low Li abundance. The interpreta-
tions of all these facts was that in the halo
stars the Li abundance is the primordial one,
whereas the Li abundance of the upper enve-
lope of the data represents the Li abundance
of the interstellar medium (ISM), which has
increased up to the meteoritic and young star
values during the lifetime of the Galaxy, due
to Li stellar production. The spread at higher
metallicity is due to the fact that in evolved
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stars the Li is destroyed by nuclear processes
and therefore we should compare the results
of chemical evolution models, predicting the
evolution of the abundances in the ISM, only
with the upper envelope values of the plot.
The fact that halo stars show very little spread
in the Li abundance was interpreted as due
to the less efficient convection in metal poor
stars, leading to no Li depletion in their at-
mospheres, so that their measured Li abun-
dance represents the primordial one. An alter-
native interpretation, as discussed by Mathews
et al. (1990), was that the primordial Li value
is the meteoritic value and the Li in halo
stars has been depleted by stellar evolution.
However, this second interpretation would re-
quire a non-standard Big Bang. The most rea-
sonable interpretation of the plot is the first
one, and all the models appeared afterwards
were aimed at explain it in that way. D’Antona
& Matteucci (1991) analysed the possible Li
stellar producers and in particular, asymptotic
giant branch (AGB) stars, red giants and no-
vae. There is practically only one channel to
produce Li in stars. In particular, there should
be a site where the reaction 3He(α, γ)7Be can
occur, but 7Be should be rapidly transported
by convection in regions of lower temperatures
where it decays into 7Li, and this is known
as the Cameron & Fowler (1971) mechanism.
D’Antona & Matteucci (1991) concluded that
only novae, exploding with long time delays
(being binary systems of low mass stars), could
reproduce the steep rise of the Li abundance at
[Fe/H] > -1.0 dex (see Figure 1) whereas AGB
stars could not and red giants give a negligible
contribution.

The Li production from novae was uncer-
tain at that time, although it had been suggested
by Starrfield et al. (1978). Later on, evidence
against Li production in novae grew (see Boffin
et al. 1994), and Matteucci et al. (1995) intro-
duced core-collapse supernovae (SNe) as pos-
sible Li producers by means of the neutrino-
process (Woosley et al. 1990), and considered
also AGB stars and C-stars, but not novae. The
neutrino -process occurs in the shell above the
collapsing core in a pre-supernova. The high
flux of neutrinos evaporates neutrons and pro-
tons from heavy nuclei with the result of pro-

Fig. 1. Log ε(Li) versus [Fe/H] (Log ε(Li)=
12+log(Li/H)) for stars in the solar vicinity. The
plateau value of Logε(Li)∼ 2.2 for [Fe/H] < −1.0
dex is interpreted as the primordial value, whereas
the highest Li abundance relative to young stars and
meteorites is Log ε(Li)=3.3. Figure from D’Antona
& Matteucci (1991).

Fig. 2. Log ε(Li) vs. [Fe/H]. Models and figure
from Romano et al. (2001) (see text). Reference to
the data in Romano et al. (2001). The Li in T Tauri
stars is reported. The blue dashed line represents the
model with all the Li sources except the cosmic rays,
whereas the black continuous line contains all the
sources.

ducing Li. The fit to the Li plot was accept-
able but not as good as the fit of D’Antona
& Matteucci (1991), obtained by introducing
novae as Li producers. In the following years,
Romano et al. (1999) studied again the Li evo-
lution by considering AGB, Type II SNe, novae
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and cosmic rays as Li producers and concluded
that novae and cosmic rays are the most impor-
tant Li producers. The paper of Romano et al.
(2001) decided the fall of AGB stars as impor-
tant Li producers, since they adopted detailed
Li yields from Ventura et al. (1998) which are
much smaller than believed before that time.
The results of Romano et al. (2001) are shown
in Figure 2. On the other hand, Travaglio et al.
(2001) had assumed AGB stars as the major Li
producers, by assuming a very high mass loss
before the evolution off the AGB phase, but
again, without novae, their fit to the increas-
ing Li abundance in disk stars was too flat.
Later on, Matteucci (2010) studied the prob-
lem of the discrepancy between the measured
primordial Li by WMAP and Planck and the
value of Li measured in the Spite plateau. The
Spite plateau value in fact is logε(Li) ∼ 2.2 dex,
whereas the value derived from the CMB is
logε(Li)=2.66-2.73 (see Planck results, Coc et
al. 2014). The most simple explanation for this
discrepancy is that Li has been depleted in halo
stars by the same amount in all stars. Diffusion
and turbulent mixing have been suggested to
deplete Li (Korn et al. 2006). However, that
was not the end of the story since data taken at
[Fe/H]< -3.0 dex seems to show a decrease of
Li abundance. In Figure 3 are shown the mod-
els of Matteucci (2010) starting from a primor-
dial Li abundance of 2.6.

In this paper, I will first describe how to
build chemical evolution models of the Milky
Way and then discuss the most recent results on
Li evolution both from a theoretical and obser-
vational point of view. Then, some conclusions
will be drawn.

2. Chemical evolution models

Chemical evolution models for the Milky Way
can be: one-infall or multi-infall In the one-
infall model the formation of halo, thick and
thin disk is seen as a continuous sequence
where the different structures form sequen-
tially as a consequence of a unique episode
of gas infall (Matteucci & François, 1989). In
the two-infall model (Chiappini et al. 1997)
there are two main episodes of gas accretion.
During the first one, the halo and the bulge

Fig. 3. Log ε(Li) versus [Fe/H] for stars in the solar
vicinity. The model predictions are the same as in
Romano et al.’s (2001) best model. The primordial
Li abundance here is assumed to be 2.6, in agree-
ment with the results of WMAP and Planck. Figure
from Matteucci (2010).

form and also the thick disk, while during the
other episode the thin disk forms. The infall
timescales are quite different (1-2 Gyr for halo-
thick and 7-8 Gyr for thin disk) The two-infall
model can be applied also to the thick and thin
disk, but they can evolve also as two indepen-
dent one-infall models (Grisoni et al. 2017).
The main ingredients of the models are:

i) initial conditions (closed or open model,
primordial or enriched composition of the
gas);

ii) the stellar birthrate (the product of the star
formation rate (SFR) and the initial mass
function (IMF));

iii) the stellar yields;
iv) possible gas flows (inflow, outflow).

We aim at computing the evolution of the gas
and its chemical composition in time. In par-
ticular, here we focus on the evolution of the
abundance of 7Li and compare it with the
upper envelope of the cloud of data in the
plane logε(Li) vs. [Fe/H]. The most common
parametrization for the SFR is the Schmidt-
Kennicut law assuming that the SFR is propor-
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tional to the surface gas density (a power law
with index k=1.4-1.5). For the IMF we assume
the one derived for the solar neighbourhood by
Kroupa et al. (1993). The possible Li stellar
producers are: AGB stars, red giants, novae,
supernovae II and cosmic rays. Concerning Fe,
this element is formed mainly in Type Ia SNe
(white dwarfs in binary systems) and partly by
core-collapse SNe.

The question is whether there are obser-
vational evidences for stellar 7Li production.
Some AGBs and red giants are Li-rich but con-
cerning novae the first and only detection is by
Izzo et al. (2015). They claimed the detection
of an absorption feature in nova V1369Cen at
6695.6 A, identified as a blue shifted Li λ6708
A. They derived a mass of Li produced by
a single nova outburst of Mli = 0.3 − 4.8 ·
10−10M�. This is a large amount of Li, since
a nova suffers roughly 104 outbursts during
its lifetime, if compared with theoretical nova
yields from Jose & Hernanz (1998, this confer-
ence). However, detection of 7Be seems more
common and 7Be decades into Li (Tajitsu et
al. 2015;2016, Molaro et al. 2016, Izzo et al.
2018).

3. Results

In the paper by Izzo et al. (2015) we assumed
a value of 7Li produced per nova outburst of
2.55 ·10−10M�, well inside the range suggested
by the Li detection. A present time nova rate in
the Galaxy of ∼ 17 events yr−1 and a primor-
dial Li abundance either of 2.3 or 2.6 dex were
adopted. We considered also AGBs and super-
AGBs (Karakas, 2010, Doherty et al. 2014) as
well as cosmic rays (Lemoine et al.1998). We
did not consider red giants nor Type II SNe
as Li producers. The predicted Li evolution is
shown in Figure 4.

In Grisoni et al. (2019) the Li evolution was
revised by studying the different Galactic com-
ponents: bulge, thick and thin disks. In Figure 5
it is shown the prediction for the Li abundance
in the Galactic bulge. The model adopted for
the bulge is the same as in Matteucci et al.
(2019), which assumes a high star formation
rate and short timescale of gas accretion, so
that the majority of bulge stars are formed be-

Fig. 4. A(Li) vs. [Fe/H] (A(Li)=12+ log (Li/H)) for
the solar neighbourhood stars and meteorites, com-
pared to the predictions of chemical evolution mod-
els (lines and coloured areas. Figure from Izzo et al.
(2015).

Fig. 5. Evolution of the abundance of Li in the
bulge. The bulge model (see text) is that of
Matteucci et al. (2019). The data are from Gonzalez
et al. (2009) ans Bensby et al. (2011).

fore 1 Gyr. The stellar Li prescriptions include
novae, supernovae (neutrino-process), AGBs
and cosmic rays. The yield of Li per nova is
the same as in Izzo et al. (2015). As one can
see from Fig.5, the steep rise of Li due to nova
contribution here occurs at very high metal-
licity, in agreement with the time-delay model
(Matteucci 2012) which predicts a shift of the
[X/Fe] ratios at higher metallicities if the SFR
is higher than in the solar vicinity. Finally in
Figure 6, we show the predictions of Grisoni et
al’s (2019) models for the thin disk. They as-
sumed that the two disks evolve in parallel with
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Fig. 6. Li evolution in the thick and thin disk.The models are from Grisoni et al. (2019) and refer only to
the thin disk. The data are Gaia-ESO (the thin disk in purple and the thick disk in green) in the left panel,
whereas in the right panel we show AMBRE data for thin (purple) and thick (green) disks. The bending of
Li in the thin disk at high metallicity is reproduced by the models assuming a decreasing fraction of nova
systems at high metallicity (all the colors except purple which indicates the model with constant fraction of
nova systems). Figure from Grisoni et al. (2019) where the references to the data can be found.

the thick disk evolving faster (see Grisoni’s
contribution). Moreover, they tried to explain
the apparent decrease of the Li abundance at
high metallicities in the thin disk. If real, this
decrease could be due to a fraction of nova
systems decreasing with metallicity. Other ex-
planation for such a decrease are stellar migra-
tion from the inner disk regions (Guiglion et
al. 2019) or Li yields depending on metallic-
ity (Prantzos et al. 2017). Finally, Cescutti &
Molaro (2019) also computed Li evolution in
the thick and thin disk, assuming novae, AGBs
and cosmic rays as Li producers.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have reviewed the Li evolu-
tion results from chemical models of the Milky
Way. Here is our summary:

– The primordial value of 7Li deduced from
WMAP and Planck studies of the CMB is
higher by a factor of ∼3 than the roughly
constant value observed in metal poor stars
(−3.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.0) in the so-called
Spite plateau. The most reasonable expla-
nation is that Li has been depleted in metal
poor stars. Diffusion and turbulent mixing
have been suggested to explain this deple-
tion (Korn et a. 2006).

– The stars with [Fe/H]> −1.0 dex show
an increase of the Li abundance from 2.2
to 3.3 (meteoritic value), and a very large
spread in the Li abundance, due to the Li
destruction in nuclear reactions. Therefore,
models of chemical evolution aim at re-
producing the upper envelope of the dia-
gram 12+log(Li/H) vs. [Fe/H], under the
assumption that the highest Li values mea-
sured in stars are representative of the ISM
out of which the stars formed.

– The increase of Li abundance is interpreted
as caused by stellar production. However,
the stellar origin of 7Li is still uncertain and
several sources are candidates: i) AGBs,
red giants, SNe II and novae. Also cosmic
rays should produce 7Li.

– Novae seems to be the most important
Li producers, especially to reproduce the
steep rise of Li evolution for [Fe/H]> −1.0
dex. Theoretical predictions of Li yields
are uncertain but several detections of 7Be
in nova ejecta seem to support this hypoth-
esis (only one 7Li detection in nova ejecta
exists).

– Several solution have been proposed for the
decrease of Li abundance at high metal-
licity in thin disk stars among which stel-
lar migration, Li stellar yields depending
on metallicity and a decreasing fraction of
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nova systems with metallicity, but this is-
sue is still unsettled.
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